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Synchronously pumped optical parametric oscillators (SPOPOs) are optical cavities containing
a nonlinear crystal capable of down-converting a frequency comb to lower frequencies. These have
received a lot of attention lately, because their intrinsic multimode nature makes them compact
sources of quantum correlated light with promising applications in modern quantum information
technologies. In this work we show that SPOPOs are also capable of accessing the challenging
but interesting regime where spontaneous symmetry breaking plays a crucial role in the quantum
properties of the emitted light, difficult to access with any other nonlinear optical cavity. Apart
from opening the possibility of studying experimentally this elusive regime of dissipative phase
transitions, our predictions will have a practical impact, since we show that spontaneous symmetry
breaking provides a specific spatiotemporal mode with perfect squeezing for any value of the system
parameters, turning SPOPOs into robust sources of highly nonclassical light above threshold.

PACS numbers: 42.50.Dv, 42.50.Lc, 42.50.Tx, 42.65.Yj

Introduction.– To date, optical parametric oscilla-
tors (OPOs) constitute the main source of nonclassical
states of light, finding numerous applications in emerg-
ing quantum technologies, e.g. in the fields of quan-
tum metrology [1–9] or quantum information with con-
tinuous variables [10–12]. OPOs are optical cavities
containing nonlinear crystals supporting the so-called
parametric down conversion (PDC) process, by means
of which a pump photon of frequency ωp is converted
into a pair of photons of frequencies ωs and ωi (so-
called, arbitrarily in the OPO case, signal and idler),
and vice-versa, with ωs + ωi = ωp [13, 14]. This gen-
erates strong quantum correlations between signal and
idler (e.g. twin beams [15, 16]) The PDC Hamiltonian

reads χp,s,ifp,s,iâpâ
†
s â
†
i + H.c. [14], where âj annihilate

photons of the corresponding cavity modes, χp,s,i is a
coupling constant proportional to the nonlinear suscep-
tibility and to the spatial overlap between the modes in-
side the nonlinear crystal, and fp,s,i = sincφ ≡ sinφ

φ , with

φ = 1
2 (kp − ks − ki)h the phase mismatch, being h the

crystal length and kj = n(ωj)ωj/c the wavenumber in-
side the crystal whose refractive index at frequency ω is
n(ω). The condition f = 1 (φ = 0, perfect phase match-
ing) maximizes PDC, and usually selects which pair of
signal-idler modes are efficiently generated.

Traditionally OPOs are operated under monochro-
matic pumping (a single ωp). Since the parametric gain
must compensate for cavity loss, a main feature of OPOs
in the classical limit is the existence of a pumping thresh-
old below which there is no emission, while above it a
macroscopic field is excited in one specific signal-idler
couple. In contrast, a fully quantum-mechanical theory
accounts for the generation of photon pairs for any signal-

idler couple satisfying energy and momentum conserva-
tion, even below threshold. However signal-idler modes
of different couples do not show quantum correlations
among them because the pump provides no appreciable
feedback, since below threshold it is almost undepleted,
while above the threshold its intracavity amplitude gets
clamped to its threshold value [14, 17].

The situation changes dramatically when the pump
comes from a mode-locked laser whose cavity roundtrip
time matches the OPO one, tcav: Synchronously Pumped
OPOs, or SPOPOs, see Fig. 1. Such multimode pump
field consists of an infinite train of identical coherent
pulses separated by tcav, known alternatively as a fre-
quency comb as its spectrum consists of discrete spec-
tral lines separated by Ω = 2π/tcav, so-called cavity free
spectral range. As in the monochromatic pump case,
each pump spectral line generates multiple couples of
signal-idler photons and, what is the new key ingredi-
ent, any signal/idler photon can be created by any of
the different pump lines, what leads to massive quantum
correlations between signal-idler photons at different fre-
quencies. Special interest are receiving degenerate type
I SPOPOs [18, 19], in which signal and idler have the
same linear polarization and the perfect phase matching
condition (φ = 0) happens for ωs = ωi = ωp/2 ≡ ω0, a
condition achieved by proper crystal orientation and/or
temperature tuning. In this case a single frequency comb
around the subharmonic frequency ω0 is generated and
the distinction between signal and idler photons is com-
pletely superfluous; hence we will refer to any subhar-
monic photon as a signal photon for brevity. In order to
understand why such SPOPOs have so remarkable quan-
tum properties, let us analyze their interaction Hamilto-
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FIG. 1. (Center) OPO pumped by a mode-locked laser with
repetition time 2π/Ω equal to the OPO roundtrip time. The
cavity is transparent for the pump and tuned to the first
transverse mode family at the subharmonic. (Top) The pump
beam has a Gaussian transverse profile, but classical down-
conversion takes place in a TEM10 mode with arbitrary ori-
entation θ. (Bottom) Pump and signal frequency combs with
spectral-line spacing Ω, and some of the down-conversion
channels of two of the pump lines, j = 0 and j = −3.

nian which can be written as [18, 19]

Ĥ = i~χ
∑
m,q

fm,qp̂m+q ŝ
†
mŝ
†
q + H.c., (1)

where in the following we denote by p̂j the annihilation
operator of a pump photon of frequency ωp,j = 2ω0 +jΩ,
and ŝj the annihilation operator of a signal photon of
frequency ωs,j = ω0 + jΩ, with j ∈ Z. The quan-
tity fm,q ≡ sinc

[
1
2 (kp,m+q − ks,m − ks,q)h

]
is the phase-

mismatch factor, and we assumed a common value for
the coupling constant χ for any PDC channel, which
is an excellent approximation [18, 19]. Note that (1) is
just the sum of infinite PDC Hamiltonians, each corre-
sponding to the generic PDC channel [2ω0+(m+q)Ω]→
[ω0 + mΩ] + [ω0 + qΩ], and since this condition is ver-
ified for any m, q ∈ Z, now all the signal modes are
correlated with each other. This has enormous conse-

quences: on one hand classical correlations appear (all
signal modes get phase-locked, giving rise to well-defined
trains of identical pulses separated by tcav), and on the
other hand strong quantum correlations are built up,
leading to highly multimode squeezing [18, 19] and multi-
partite entanglement [20, 21]. Indeed, recent experiments
have proven SPOPOs to be highly versatile sources of
nonclassical light [22–25], with foreseen applications in
quantum computation [21, 25] and communication [25].

A neat way of analyzing the quantum dynamics of
SPOPOs below threshold is by introducing the so-called
“supermodes” [18–20], coherent superposition of cavity
modes, which are special frequency combs that diago-
nalize the nonlinear interaction in which clean quantum
properties are concentrated. Defining the annihilation
operators Ŝk for these supermodes, Hamiltonian (1) be-

comes Ĥ = i~χ
∑
k ΛkŜ

†2
k + H.c. (see the paragraph be-

fore Eq. (5) or [18–20] for a definition of Λk), meaning
that a degenerate SPOPO below threshold is just a collec-
tion of independent degenerate squeezers, but the modes
that get squeezed are not individual cavity modes, but
rather the supermodes. Note that Ĥ has the discrete
symmetry Ŝk → −Ŝk, meaning that the emission in a
supermode is phase-locked but this locking is bistable,
between two opposite phase values, exactly as degenerate
OPOs [26], which is a signature of degenerate operation.

The strong multimode quantum field generated by
SPOPOs is critical in the sense that its nonclassicality
is maximized at threshold, but it is rapidly degraded as
the system is pumped further [14, 26], exactly as it hap-
pens with any nonlinear optical cavity where squeezing is
linked with the presence of bifurcations [27]. Extending
those features above threshold will improve the perfor-
mance and reliability of these sources.

The Hamiltonian (1) describes the usual case of a de-
generate SPOPO in which both the pump and signal
modes have a Gaussian transverse profile. Recently, how-
ever, it has been predicted in the context of a degenerate
OPO pumped by a monochromatic Gaussian beam, that
when the cavity is tuned to the first transverse mode
family at the subharmonic frequency [28–30], the signal
field displays a level of squeezing above threshold which
equals that at threshold [14, 31, 32], i.e., the squeezing
production in this case is noncritical [17, 31–36]. The
physics behind such a remarkable result lies in the spon-
taneous rotational symmetry breaking around the cav-
ity axis brought about by the (above-threshold) classical
field, which necessarily has the shape of a TEM10 mode
of arbitrary orientation because of orbital angular mo-
mentum (OAM) conservation (see Fig. 1). It follows
that the TEM01 mode orthogonal to this field has per-
fect quadrature squeezing at any operating point above
threshold [14, 31, 32]. The main problem with OPOs un-
der monochromatic pump is that, in practice, it is not
possible to ensure that phase-matching is maximized for
the degenerate process [37–39], what results in the oscil-
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lation a pair of non-degenerate modes above threshold.
However this is not the case in SPOPOs even when the
degenerate process is not perfectly phase-matched: As
recent experiments have shown in the context of using
SPOPOs as coherent Ising machines [40–43], they are
truly degenerate above threshold, the emission display-
ing bistable phase-locking.

The goal of this Letter is to show that type I SPOPOs
in which the cavity is tuned to the first transverse mode
family at the subharmonic are true noncritical sources
of squeezed frequency combs above threshold, as well as
perfect platforms for the study of spontaneous rotational
symmetry breaking.

Model.– As sketched in Fig. 1, we consider a type I
SPOPO in which the cavity is transparent for the pump
(an assumption that simplifies the analysis and is closer
to current experiments). The pump comes from a mode-
locked laser with Gaussian transverse profile, while the
cavity is tuned so that only the first family of transverse
modes is present at frequencies ωs,m, meaning that the
down-converted photons can only take the profile of the
lowest order Laguerre-Gauss modes with ±1 OAM. As-
suming as usual that the resonator Rayleigh length is
much larger than the crystal length, we can write the
signal light electric field inside the nonlinear crystal as
[14]

Ês = iEs
∑
m∈Z

∑
l=±1

ŝm,l(t)Ll(r⊥)um(z)e−iωs,mt+H.c., (2)

where Es is the single photon field amplitude [19], taken
equal for all signal modes to an excellent approximation,
ŝm,l are the (interaction picture) annihilation operators
for photons of frequency ωs,m and transverse profile

Ll (r⊥) =

√
2

π

r

w2
s

e−r
2/w2

s eilφ, (3)

(OAM = l), with r⊥ = r(cosφ, sinφ) the transverse co-
ordinates, z is the axial coordinate, ws is the spot size
at the waist plane of the subharmonic modes (z = 0
by definiteness), and um(z) is the longitudinal shape of
the mode, equal to exp(iks,mz) for ring cavities or to
sin[ks,m(z + Lcav/2)] for Fabry-Perot cavites [19].

The quantum Heisenberg-Langevin equations describ-
ing the evolution of the operators ŝm,l(t) are easily found
by following the standard procedure explained in [19],
just taking into account that now PDC generates pairs
of photons with opposite OAM, instead of spatially-
degenerate pairs as in (1), which amounts for the replace-

ment ŝ†mŝ
†
q → ŝ†m,+1ŝ

†
q,−1. We obtain

dŝm,l
dt

= −γŝm,l +
√

2γŝin,m,l(t) (4)

+
∑
q

fm,q[γσαm+q +
√

2κp̂in,m+q(t)]ŝ
†
q,−l

−κ
∑
j,q

fm,qfj,m+q−j ŝj,+1ŝm+q−j,−1ŝ
†
q,−l.

Here, γ is the decay rate through the partially transmit-
ting mirror and κ is the PDC two-photon damping rate,
whose expressions in terms of physical parameters can be
checked in [19], and can be assumed equal for all modes.
αm are the normalized (

∑
m |αm|2 = 1) spectral ampli-

tudes of the pump frequency comb, and σ =
√
P/P0,

where P is the external pump power and P0 its value
at the SPOPO threshold for monochromatic pumping
(αm = δm,0) [18, 19]. Finally the “in” operators cor-
respond to standard vacuum noise terms [14, 26, 44].

Classical emission.– The classical SPOPO dynamics
is governed by Eqs. (4) upon substituting operators ŝm,l
and ŝ†q,l by complex variables sm,l and s∗q,l, and ignoring
vacuum noises. The solutions to the remaining nonlinear
equations need to be evaluated numerically in general.
They have however several general properties which will
allow us to evaluate the most relevant quantum proper-
ties analytically.

First, there is the below-threshold solution, sm,l = 0
∀m, which exists at any pumping level, but is unstable
for σ > Λ−10 , where Λ0 is the largest eigenvalue of the
matrix L of elements Lm,q = fm,qαm+q, whose eigen-
vectors and eigenvalues Λk define the squeezed below-
threshold supermodes mentioned in the introduction. For
σ > Λ−10 a macroscopic field is built around the subhar-
monic frequency ω0, characterized by nonzero values of
the classical spectral components, sm,l 6= 0 in general.
Since Eqs. (4) have the symmetry sm,±1 → e∓iθsm,±1
(with θ an arbitrary phase), the collective phase differ-
ence between opposite OAM modes is not fixed. On
the other hand, if the pumping amplitudes αm are real
(non-chirped pulses), experimental and theoretical anal-
ysis on standard Gaussian SPOPOs [40–43, 45–47] have
shown that there exist a large parameter region where
the phases of the spectral components get locked to 0 or
π. This carries on to the phase sums between opposite
OAM modes in our model, leading to a stationary solu-
tion s̄m,±1 = ρme

∓iθ, with ρm ∈ R and θ an arbitrary
phase. Eqs. (2) and (3) then provide a classical field

Ēs(r, z, t) = EsH10(r, φ− θ)F (z, t), (5)

where H10(r, φ − θ) =
√

8
πw
−2
s re−r

2/w2
s cos(φ − θ) is a

Hermite-Gauss, or TEM10, transverse mode rotated by
an angle θ with respect to the x axis, and F (z, t) =∑
m∈Z ρmIm

{
um(z)e−iωs,mt

}
. Hence, the spatiotempo-

ral shape of the signal mean field emitted above threshold
is the simple product of some propagating (wave) profile
given by F (z, t) (the phase-locked frequency comb) and
a TEM10 transverse spatial mode given by H10(r, φ− θ),
which breaks the rotational symmetry of the system.

Quantum properties of the emitted field.– In
previous works [14, 31, 32] we have studied how quan-
tum noise affects the phase θ undefined at the classical
level, proving that it diffuses linearly with time, driven by
quantum noise. The analysis requires a rather technical
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procedure based the positive P representation [48], and
hence we present it in the supplemental material. Nev-
ertheless, the presence of a noncritically squeezed mode
in the system can be proven without resorting to such a
rigorous analysis, and, for the sake of simplicity, in the
following we just assume that above-threshold emission
happens in a stable TEM10 mode oriented within the x
axis (θ = 0), which we call the bright mode. We will come
back on this point in the last section.

In order to analyze the quantum properties of the
down-converted frequency comb we then linearize the
quantum Langevin equations (4) around the classical so-
lution s̄m,±1 with θ = 0. It is quite remarkable that, as
we show now, all the properties related to spontaneous
symmetry breaking can be determined analytically with-
out the need of specifying the steady-state amplitudes
{ρm}m∈Z. In particular, we are interested in proving
that the mode spatially orthogonal to the bright one,
that is, the TEM01 mode with the same temporal profile
F (z, t) as (5) but rotated by 90 degrees on the transverse
plane (which we call dark mode), has perfect quadrature
squeezing irrespective of the distance to threshold.

Let us introduce the horizontal and vertical Hermite-
Gauss annihilation operators ŝm,h = (ŝm,+1 + ŝm,−1)/

√
2

and ŝm,v = i(ŝm,+1 − ŝm,−1)/
√

2, corresponding to
TEM10 (h) and TEM01 (v) transverse modes respec-
tively, and linearize the quantum Langevin equations
(4) with respect to the quantum fluctuations δŝm,h =
ŝm,h − ρm and δŝm,v = ŝm,v. The dynamics of the hor-
izontal and vertical subspaces decouple in the linear ap-
proximation, and we get for the vertical subspace:

d

dt
δŝv = Lvδŝv +

√
2γŝin,v(t), (6)

where ŝv = col(..., ŝj,v, ..., ŝ
†
j,v, ...) and similarly for the

vertical input noises ŝin,m,v = i(ŝin,m,+1 − ŝin,m,−1)/
√

2,

Lv =

(
−γI R
R −γI

)
, (7)

with I the identity matrix with the proper dimensions,
and the real, symmetric matrix R has elements

Rm,q = γσfm,qαm+q − κ
∑
n

fm,qfn,m+q−nρnρm+q−n.

(8)
From the classical steady-state equation, it follows that
ρ = col(..., ρ−1, ρ0, ρ+1, ...) is an eigenvector of R with γ
eigenvalue, and hence, w1 = col(ρ,−ρ) is an eigenvec-
tor of the full matrix Lv with −2γ eigenvalue. On the
other hand, let us define Ŷd = i|ρ|−1

∑
m ρm(ŝ†m,v−ŝm,v),

which corresponds to the quadrature measured in a ho-
modyne detection with local oscillator matching the dark
mode and π/2 shifted with respect to the pump beam.
Then, note that wT

1 δŝv(t) = i|ρ|δŶd(t), and hence, pro-
jecting (6) onto w1, we find

d

dt
δŶd = −2γδŶd − i

√
2γ/|ρ|2wT

1 ŝin,v(t). (9)

The relevant object in experiments and most applications
is the noise spectrum [14, 26]

V out
Yd

(ω) =

∫ +∞

−∞
dτe−iωτ lim

t→+∞
〈δŶd,out(t)δŶd,out(t+ τ)〉,

(10)
of the output quadrature δŶd,out =

√
2γδŶd−δŶd,in, with

δŶd,in = −iwT
1 ŝin,v(t)/|ρ|, which measures the homodyne

spectral noise power at frequency ω, and signals squeez-
ing whenever it is below 1 (0 meaning no noise: perfect
squeezing). From the linear equation (9), it is straight-
forward to find

V out
Yd

(ω) = 1− [1 + (ω/2γ)2]−1, (11)

proving that the quadrature Ŷd has perfect squeezing at
zero noise frequency irrespective of the system parame-
ters, that is, it shows perfect noncritical squeezing as we
wanted to prove.

Discussion.– We have shown that type I SPOPOs
pumped by mode-locked laser of Gaussian transverse pro-
file, but tuned at the subharmonic frequencies to the first
transverse mode family, are the perfect platform where
studying the consequences that spontaneous symmetry
breaking has on the quantum state of nonlinear optical
cavities [14, 17, 31–36, 49, 50]. In particular, such device
will emit a (classical) frequency comb with the transverse
profile of a TEM10 mode (bright mode), and a perfectly
squeezed mode with the same spectral profile but an or-
thogonal TEM01 spatial profile (dark mode). As shown
in previous works [31, 32], such perfect squeezing must
be facilitated by the complete quantum indeterminacy
of the bright and dark modes’ orientation θ. Unfortu-
nately, within the familiar picture of quantum Langevin
equations in which operators evolve, keeping track of the
quantum dynamics of such a phase is highly non triv-
ial (since the corresponding operator is quite intricate
[51, 52]), and a consistent linearization procedure includ-
ing the phase dynamics has to be performed within a
stochastic representation. We develop explicitly such a
technical approach in the supplemental material, where
we obtain a variance of θ given by γt/4|ρ|2. Hence, the
modes’ orientation diffuses with time, but at a slower rate
the further we are from threshold (as |ρ|2 gets larger).
In previous works we proved that a fixed local oscillator
which does not follow the rotation of the dark mode is
therefore still capable of measuring high levels of squeez-
ing [32], and, furthermore, either the injection of a weak
seed with the spatiotemporal shape of the bright mode
or a small anisotropy in the system are able to fix the
orientation of the latter without degrading too much the
squeezing of the dark mode [49, 50]. All these proper-
ties extend naturally to our proposed SPOPO configu-
ration, which will then allow access to this elusive and
rich regime of operation where spontaneous symmetry
breaking dominates the quantum properties of the out-
put light.
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Supplemental material

In this section we analyze the quantum properties of
the SPOPO including the quantum diffusion of the ori-
entation θ, what we do rigorously by using the stochastic
equations of the system within the positive P represen-
tation [48]. To this aim we first derive a master equation
for our SPOPO configuration. Then, passing through a
Fokker-Planck equation, we will retrieve the correspond-
ing stochastic Langevin equations. Finally we will gen-
eralize the linearization technique developed in [31, 32]
to discuss analytically the dynamics of the orientation θ
and the quantum fluctuations of the dark mode.

Master equation

Our starting point is the Hamiltonian describing the
interaction of the signal cavity resonances with the con-
tinuum of modes outside the cavity (through the partially
transmitting mirror) and the continuum of modes around
the pump comb (through the nonlinear crystal). Assum-
ing that each spectral line interacts independently with
its own reservoir (a good approximation as long as the
cavity free spectral range Ω is larger than the couplings
to the reservoir, a very good approximation in nonlinear
cavity quantum optics), the Hamiltonian can be written
as Ĥ = Ĥs + Ĥp + Ĥb + Ĥps + Ĥbs, with

Ĥs =
∑
j,l

~ωs,j ŝ
†
j,lŝj,l, (12a)

Ĥb =
∑
j,l

∫
O(ωs,j)

dω~ωb̂†j,l(ω)b̂j,l(ω), (12b)

Ĥp =
∑
j

∫
O(ωp,j)

dω~ωp̂†j(ω)p̂j(ω), (12c)

Ĥbs = i~
√
γ

π

∑
j,l

∫
O(ωs,j)

dω[b̂j,l(ω)ŝ†j,l − b̂
†
j,l(ω)ŝj,l], (12d)

Ĥps = i~
√

2κ

π

∑
jm

fj,m

∫
O(ωp,j+m)

dω (12e)

×[p̂j+m(ω)ŝ†j,+1ŝ
†
m,−1 − p̂

†
j+m(ω)ŝj,+1ŝm,−1].

The first three terms account for the free evolution of
the relevant modes; the second to last term describes
the interconversion between external photons and cavity
photons; the last term models the down-conversion pro-
cess inside the crystal. All the commutators between
the bosonic operators appearing in the expression are
zero, except for [ŝj,l, ŝ

†
j′,l′ ] = δjj′δll′ , [b̂j,l(ω), b̂†j′,l′(ω

′)] =

δjj′δll′δ(ω − ω′), and [p̂j(ω), p̂†j′(ω
′)] = δjj′δ(ω − ω′). All

the parameters have been defined in the main text, while
O(ω) denotes a short spectral interval (smaller than Ω)
centered at ω.

In the Heisenberg picture, a formal integration of
the reservoir equations [19, 20] leads to the Heisenberg-
Langevin equations (4) used in the main text. In this
section, however, we proceed in the Schrödinger pic-
ture where the state of the system evolves, and derive
a master equation for the reduced state of the cavity
modes. Before proceeding, it is convenient to move to
a new picture defined by the transformation operators
Ûc = exp(Ĥct/i~), with

Ĥc =
∑
j,l

~ωs,j ŝ
†
j,lŝj,l (13)

+
∑
j,l

∫
O(ωs,j)

dω~ωs,j b̂
†
j,l(ω)b̂j,l(ω)

+
∑
j

∫
O(ωp,j)

dω~ωp,j p̂
†
j(ω)p̂j(ω)

and

D̂ = exp

∑
j

∫
O(ωp,j)

dω[β∗j (ω)p̂j(ω)− βj(ω)p̂†j(ω)]

, (14)

with βj(ω) = γσ
√
π/2κδ(ω − ωp,j)αj . Note that the D̂

displaces the pump field such that the coherent train of
pulses (or frequency comb) injected in the cavity corre-
sponds to vacuum in the new picture, where the state
evolves according to the Hamiltonian Ĥ ′ = Ĥ ′s + Ĥ ′p +

Ĥ ′b + Ĥps + Ĥbs, with

Ĥ ′s = i~
√

2κ

π

∑
jm

fj,m

∫
O(ωp,j+m)

dω (15a)

×[βj+m(ω)ŝ†j,+1ŝ
†
m,−1 − β∗j+m(ω)ŝj,+1ŝm,−1],

Ĥ ′b =
∑
j,l

∫
O(ωs,j)

dω~(ω − ωs,j)b̂
†
j,l(ω)b̂j,l(ω), (15b)

Ĥ ′p =
∑
j

∫
O(ωp,j)

dω~(ω − ωp,j)p̂
†
j(ω)p̂j(ω). (15c)

In this picture, we can eliminate (trace out) the contin-
uous reservoirs by taking vacuum as the reference state
for all their modes and applying standard techniques [44],
arriving to the following master equation for the signal
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state ρ̂:

d

dt
ρ̂ =

γσ∑
j,m

fj,m(α∗j+mŝj,+1ŝm,−1 −H.c.), ρ̂

 (16)

+ γ
∑
j,l

(2ŝj,lρ̂ŝ
†
j,l − ŝ

†
j,lŝj,lρ̂− ρ̂ŝ

†
j,lŝj,l)

+ κ
∑
qmpn

fq,mfp,nδp+n,q+m(2ŝp,+1ŝn,−1ρ̂ŝ
†
q,+1ŝ

†
m,−1

− ŝ†p,+1ŝ
†
n,−1ŝq,+1ŝm,−1ρ̂− ρ̂ŝ†q,+1ŝ

†
m,−1ŝp,+1sn,−1).

Stochastic Langevin equations

The master equation can be turned into an equivalent
set of stochastic equations by following standard tech-
niques based on the positive P representation of the state
[48]. In our case, it is simple to show that such a distri-
bution obeys the following Fokker-Planck equation:

∂

∂t
P (s, s+; t) =

−∑
i

∂iAi +
1

2

∑
i,j

∂i∂jDi,j

P (s, s+; t),

(17)
where the indices i and j run over the set
{s, s+}, with s = (..., sj,+1, ..., sj,−1, ...) and s+ =
(..., s+j,+1, ..., s

+
j,−1, ...), and the components of the drift

vector read

Asm,l
= −γsm,l + γσ

∑
q

fm,qαm+qs
+
q,−l + (18a)

−κ
∑
q,n,p

fm,qfn,pδm+q,n+psn,+1sp,−1s
+
q,−l,

As+m,l
= −γs+m,l + γσ

∑
q

fm,qα
∗
m+qsq,−l + (18b)

−κ
∑
q,n,p

fm,qfn,pδm+q,n+ps
+
n,+1s

+
p,−1sq,−l,

while the elements of the diffusion matrix are found to
be Dsm,l,s

+
q,k

= 0, Ds+m,l,sq,k
= 0, Dsm,l,sq,k = δl,−kRm,q;l,

and Ds+m,l,s
+
q,k

= δl,−kR+
m,q;l, with

Rm,q;l = κ
∑
n,p

fm,qfn,pδm+q,n+psp,−1sn,+1, (19a)

R+
m,q;l = κ

∑
n,p

fm,qfn,pδm+q,n+ps
+
p,−1s

+
n,+1. (19b)

In order to write down the stochastic equations associ-
ated to Eq. (17), we first need to find the noise matrix B
satisfying BBT = D [53]. Since the diffusion matrix can
be written in the block form

D =

(
D 0
0 D+

)
=


0 R 0 0
R 0 0 0
0 0 0 R+

0 0 R+ 0

 , (20)

so does the noise matrix

B =

(
B 0
0 B+

)
, (21)

such that BBT = D and B+B+T = D+. Assuming, for
sake of argument, that the index of longitudinal modes
runs from −N to N , the matrix D has dimension 2(2N+
1)×2(2N + 1). On the contrary the noise matrix B does
not need to be square like D, its only constrain being
that it has to be a 2(2N + 1)× dB matrix, where we call
dB its internal dimension. Then we write the diffusion
matrix as

D =

N∑
m,q=−N

∑
l=±1

D[m,q;l], (22)

where D[m,q;l] is the 2(2N + 1) × 2(2N + 1) diffusion
matrix associated to the down-conversion of the pair of
modes (sm,l, sq,−l) such that

D
[m,q;l]
i,j =

 Rm,q if i = (m, l) and j = (q,−l)
Rm,q if i = (m,−l) and j = (q, l)
0 otherwise

. (23)

Such a matrix has a simple related noise matrix which
can be written as

B[m,q;l] =

√
Rmq

2



0 0
...

...
1 i
...

...
1 −i
...

...
0 0


← (m,+l)

← (q,−l)
, (24)

so that B[m,q;l]B[m,q;l]T = D[m,q;l]. The full noise matrix
of dimensions 2(2N + 1)× 4(2N + 1)2 is then built as

B =
(
B[−N,−N ] B[−N,−N+1] ... B[N,N ]

)
, (25)

with

B[m,q] =
(
B[m,q;l=−1] B[m,q;l=+1]

)
(26)

which has dimensions 2(2N+1)×4. By construction the
matrix B satisfies

BBT =

N∑
m,q=−N

∑
l=±1

B[m,q;l] B[m,q;l] T = D. (27)

Analogously we get same results for B+ but with the
exchange s↔ s+.

We are now in conditions of writing the stochastic
Langevin equation corresponding to eq. (17)

ds

dt
= A(s, s+) +Bη(t), (28a)

ds+

dt
= A+(s, s+) +B+η+(t), (28b)
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where we have defined the vectors A and A+ with cor-
responding elements Am,l = Asm,l

and A+
m,l = As+m,l

,

while the components of η and η+ are independent real
Gaussian white noises [53]. Note that with our choice of
noise matrix, we have to deal with 8(2N+1)2 noises, way
above the minimal choice 4(2N +1), which might be bad
for numerical purposes, but will make no difference for
our linearized analytic approach.

Linearization in the presence of
spontaneous symmetry breaking

In the following, we apply the linearization technique
to the previous Langevin equations, which is an approx-
imate method that we proved to lead to the correct pre-
dictions when working sufficiently above threshold [32].
The standard method proceeds by writing the stochastic
amplitudes as s = s̄+δs and s+ = s̄∗+δs+, where s̄ is the
classical stationary solution, that is, A(̄s, s̄∗) = 0; then,
one assumes that the fluctuations (δs, δs+) and the noises
(η,η+) are small, and therefore only terms up to linear
on these must be considered. However, in our case the
equations are invariant under changes of the phase differ-
ence between the Laguerre-Gauss modes, θ, what means
that there is a direction in phase space in which fluctua-
tions are not damped, and hence they cannot be assumed
small. This is the main reason why we use this positive P
formalism, since the linearization can still be performed
by taking into account the fluctuations of the phase θ
explicitly (which is not clear how to do in the Heisenberg
picture, where the phase-difference operator has a very
complicated expression [51, 52]). Let us now then intro-
duce the proper linearization procedure for this case in
which a continuous symmetry is broken [31, 32, 54–56].
In our case where the pump amplitudes αj are real, and
the classical solution has the form introduced in the main
text, we proceed by writing the stochastic variables as

sm,±1 = [ρm + bm,±1(t)] e∓iθ(t), (29a)

s+m,±1 =
[
ρm + b+m,±1(t)

]
e±iθ(t), (29b)

where the phase θ(t) is taken as an explicit stochastic
variable whose fluctuations account for the quantum fluc-
tuations of the corresponding phase difference operator.
Note that the classical amplitudes ρ satisfy the equation

Rρ = γρ, (30)

where we have defined the matrix

Rm,q = γσfm,qαm+q − κ
∑
n,p

fm,qfn,pδm+q,n+pρnρp.

(31)
This property will be of use later.

Writing the stochastic amplitudes in this way, we can
now assume that the fluctuations

b = col(..., bj,+1, ..., bj,−1, ...), (32a)

b+ = col(..., b+j,+1, ..., b
+
j,−1, ...), (32b)

as well as the derivative of the phase θ̇, are of the order of
the noises, while the phase θ itself is not bounded. This
allows us to linearize the stochastic Langevin equations
as

− iu0θ̇ + ċ = (L − γI)c + FB̄ξ, (33)

where we have defined the vector of fluctuations c =
col(b,b+), the noise vector ξ = col(η,η+), the vector
u0 = col(ρ,−ρ,−ρ,ρ), and the matrices

L =


T T 0 R
T T R 0
0 R T T
R 0 T T

 , (34)

B̄ = B(s = s̄, s+ = s̄∗), (35)

and

F =


F 0 0 0
0 F ∗ 0 0
0 0 F ∗ 0
0 0 0 F

 , (36)

with

Tm,n = −κ
∑
q,p

fm,qfn,pδm+q,n+pρnρp, (37)

and F = eiθI(2N+1)×(2N+1) is proportional to the iden-
tity of the proper dimension. Now, note that the Fokker-
Planck equation associated to this stochastic equations
is independent of θ [14], and hence, we can take F = I
without loss of generality.

Phase diffusion

Using (30) and the various definitions above, it is easy
to show that u0 is an eigenvector of L−γI with 0 eigen-
value, that is, it is the Goldstone mode linked to the sym-
metry of the system. Projecting the linearized equations
onto u0, we get

θ̇ =
i

4|ρ|2
uT0 B̄ξ(t), (38)

where we have used uT0 u0 = 4|ρ|2, and we have set uT0 c =
0 to remove the variable-redundancy that we introduced
when writing the stochastic amplitudes as (29). This
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equation tells us that, as expected, the phase θ is solely
driven by quantum noise. Its solution is

θ(t) = θ(0) +
i

4|ρ|2

∫ t

0

dt′uT0 B̄ξ(t′), (39)

leading to a phase variance

Vθ(t) = 〈[θ(t)− θ(0)]2〉 = −uT0 B̄B̄
T
u0

16|ρ|4
t. (40)

Finally, using the fact that B̄B̄T = D̄, with

D̄ = D(s = s̄, s+ = s̄∗)=


0 R 0 0
R 0 0 0
0 0 0 R
0 0 R 0

 , (41)

so that uT0 D̄u0 = −4ρTRρ = −4γ|ρ|2, where we used
(30), we get a phase variance which increases linearly
with time as Vθ(t) = γt/4|ρ|2, just as was introduced in
the main text.

Quadrature fluctuations of the dark mode

Let us consider the mode with the same temporal pro-
file as the bright mode generated classically, but in a
TEM01 mode spatially orthogonal to the bright TEM10

one. We referred to this as the dark mode, and its cor-
responding stochastic amplitudes within the positive P
representation are given by

sd =
i√

2|ρ|

∑
n

ρn
(
eiθsn,+1 − e−iθsn,−1

)
, (42a)

s+d =
−i√
2|ρ|

∑
n

ρn
(
eiθs+n,+1 − e−iθs

+
n,−1

)
. (42b)

In the following, we will prove that an output quadra-
ture of this mode is perfectly squeezed at any pump level
above threshold. To this aim, let us evaluate next the
noise spectrum associated the quadratures Xd = s+d + sd
and Yd = i(s+d − sd), which can be written in terms of
stochastic correlators as [14]

V out
Qd

(ω) = 1 + 2γ

∫ +∞

−∞
dτe−iωt lim

t→∞
〈Qd(t)Qd(t+ τ)〉,

(43)
with Qd = Xd, Yd.

It is simple to show from (30) again that the vector
u1 = col(ρ,−ρ,ρ,−ρ) is another eigenvector of the lin-
ear stability matrix L− γI with −2γ eigenvalue. On the
other hand, using (29) and (42), we find the relations
uT0 c = −i

√
2|ρ|Xd and uT1 c =

√
2|ρ|Yd. From the previ-

ous section, we then see that Xd(t) = 0, while projecting
(33) onto u1, we obtain the following evolution equation
for Yd(t):

Ẏd = −2γYd +
1√
2|ρ|

uT1 B̄ξ(t), (44)

leading to the two-time correlator

lim
t→∞
〈Yd(t1)Yd(t2)〉 =

uT1 D̄u1

8γ|ρ|2
e−2γ|t1−t2|. (45)

Using next the property uT0 D̄u0 = −4γ|ρ|2, and perform-
ing the Fourier transform appearing in (43), we finally
obtain

V out
Yd

(ω) = 1− [1 + (ω/2γ)2]−1, (46a)

V out
Xd

(ω) = 1, (46b)

showing that, irrespectively of the system parameters,
Yd is perfectly squeezed at zero noise frequency, while
Qd has vacuum fluctuations at all noise frequencies.
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